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coffin was properly arrayed for its passage through the streets
to Westminster. These small filial duties completed, the King
and his sister rejoined Queen Mary, and Guards and officials
stood motionless, as before, for orders which would allow them
to take the coffin from the train.
Four minutes before three o'clock the King nodded his per-
mission to the officials for the ceremony of removal to proceed.
The eight Guardsmen bearers began to emerge with their
Royal burden from the funeral coach. One became aware again
of the sailors and soldiers as they presented arms once more to
the King they had served. The coffin, wholly covered by its
Standard, began its slow progress on the level shoulders of its
bearers across the sanded path on the platform, passing close
to the King and Queen Mary. Gently it was placed on the gun-
carriage. Smoothly it was slid along the rollers, the Crown and
the white cross undisturbed. The fringes of the Royal Standard
were drawn clear of the wheels. The King took his position
immediately behind the gun-carriage. The Duke of York and
the Duke of Gloucester fell in behind him, and behind them
again were the Duke of Kent and the Earl of Harewood.
From King's Cross to Westminster Hall, by way of Euston
Road, Southampton Row, Kingsway, the Strand, and White-
hall, the body of the dead King on its gun-carriage passed
between dense masses of people standing silently on either side
of the roadway and many proving unable to control their grief.
Some of the people had been there for hours, and almost all
wore some sign of mourning.
The route was kept by thousands of police and special
constables, who had little to do in controlling a crowd whose
one desire was to be quiet and orderly. Military display there
was none, save for the guards of honour at the station and
Westminster Hall and the funeral procession itself.
This was pathetic and moving in its brief simplicity—the
simplest display, perhaps, with which King George ever passed
on a state occasion through the streets of his capital. Five
policemen on white horses in front and four behind were the
only escort. The team of the Royal Horse Artillery, in their
dark overcoats, were only relieved in colour by a few gleams of
gold, their white plumes, and the scarlet of their busby bags.
The coffin lay on the gun-carriage under the Royal Standard,
and on it glittered the Imperial Crown and a beautiful cross of
flowers. Beside it, in their overcoats, marched the bearer party
of the Grenadier Guards.
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